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QUESTION 1

A client has an existing AEM site using components that proxy AEM WCM Core Components. The site uses simple
page authoring without referenced content, The client wants to create a new experience on another marketing channel.
The plan is to use as much of the existing page content as possible to avoid refactoring the current content and to
maintain consistency across channels. 

Which AEM capability should an Architect use to meet these requirements? 

A. Experience Fragments 

B. Content Fragments 

C. Assets API 

D. Sling Model Exporter 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

AEM Site users report that the web content pages render very slowly. An Architect notices that the CPU usages of the
AEM Publish instances are spiking and reviews the following entry in the log: 

[Frt Nov 27 23:11:00 2019] [I] [pid 16004 (tid 140134145820416)] Current cache hit ratio: 47.94 % 

What should the Architect do to increase the dispatcher cache ratio and prevent the AEM Publish CPU usage spikes? 

A. Review and optimize the Dispatcher cache configuration 

B. Add additional AEM instances to the Publish Farm 

C. Create a cron job that will delete the dispatcher cache on a regular basis 

D. Add additional dispatcher servers 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A customer with an existing AEM implementation wants to enrich product pages with technical data coming from their
PIM system. The PIM system sits behind an API Management solution that publicly exposes the PIM API\\'s as RESTful
web services with basic authentication as the security mechanism. Data consistency with the PIM and secure access to
the APIs are key elements of the integration. 

How should the Architect set up the integration between AEM and the PIM? 

A. Integrate the AEM Publishers directly with the API Management solution 

B. Use a client-side integration with AJAX from the browser to the API Management 

C. Import the technical data into the AEM Author and replicate to Publishers 

D. Convert the technical data to Content Fragments and expose using Content Services 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A news agency editor wants to publish news articles to an intermediate Publish (preview) instance for internal review
before publishing the article to production Publish instance. Which two steps should the Architect recommend? (Choose
two.) 

A. Create a closed user group (CUG) for editors 

B. Create a reverse replication agent on preview server 

C. Create a separate live copy to preview content 

D. Set up a new replication agent for preview server 
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E. Create a custom publish workflow 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer is about to go live with a new website on AEM on prem. The DNS (www.domam.com) already points to the
load balancer of the AEM environment and final sanity checks are being performed. The website was tested in lower
environments without SSL On production, the website is served over https. During sanity testing, all requests result in a
404. 

While investigating this issue, an Architect determines the following: 

1. 

The requests land on port 443 on the load balancer where SSL is terminated and an HTTP header X-Forwarded-Proto
is set 

2. 

The website Sling Mapping is created beneath /etc/map/http/www.domain.com.80 

3. 

The URLs on the website are externalized with http in the absolute links Which two actions should the Architect take to
resolve this problem? (Choose two.) 

A. Ensure the Sling Mapping exist at /etc/map/https/www.domain.com.80 

B. Ensure the Sling Mapping exist at /etc/map/httpj)mwp
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